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It gives me great pleasure to introduce ‘Studio Paintings’, an exhibition by Richard Walker.  

I first came into contact with Richard in 2005 when I covered his tutoring in the Painting and 
Printmaking Department of The Glasgow School of Art while he was Artist in Residence at the 
Albers Foundation in Connecticut.  

Upon his return from this residency I saw his body of work. These were mysterious landscapes, 
blocked out suns and darkened forests, where there were continuous plays on light and form 
and, most importantly, the paint took precedent. These were instantly intriguing paintings, 
beautiful, always with a hidden element, never giving everything away. They embraced paint 
to its fullest yet never relinquishing the observed or the art of seeing.  

I then taught beside Richard for many years, watching him inspire and lead students into 
unknown territory with paint, drawing and subject matter. His desire to introduce them to the 
landscape on various trips up north, as an opportunity to experience and see the world, 
became an inspiration for me. In his 10 years at GSA he brought with him his experience as 
one of the first committee members of the Transmission Gallery. He has passed on his 
extensive knowledge of painting and his expertise as a scene painter for the Scottish Opera. 
He continuously introduced students to ways of painting and ways of making paintings, often 
taking them to his studio in Kinning Park to see first hand how to mix oil paint or build up an 
image.  

I have also come into contact with Richard’s work through my previous work at the Scottish 
Arts Council, where an airy painting of a studio interior hung outside our office. A testament to 
the artist’s everyday, an apparently simple subject matter transformed through observation 
and paint into linear shapes and space in which to enter. Soft rose pinks and blue hues cut 
across by charcoal grey and brown lines and blocks.  

Throughout Richard’s career he has shown extensively, such as with solo shows in Andrew 
Mummery Gallery London or in New York’s Alexandre Gallery.  

He has received various awards and residencies including the New York Pollock/Krasner Award, the 
Berwick Residency, Artist in Resdience at the Albers Foundation and the Royal Scottish Academy 
Residency in Haining House, Selkirk. 

It was from this last residency that Richard began further experimentations with light and 
reflections within the ornate interior setting of Haining House.  

I’d like to quote a review in the New York Times of his show ‘House Paintings’ where it ends 
by saying, 

‘Figuring things out requires moving through the paintings in a distinctly spatial way, as 
if through a darkened aquarium inhabited by suspended bits of paint instead of fish. 
Pieced together, these bits speak of the empire’s former glory and maybe painting’s 
too, whilst also suggesting the medium’s continuing resiliency.’   
   [Roberta Smith, New York Times, 28th Dec 2013] 

And I’d like to finish by saying that to me these works are not only about painting but also tell 
us something about that resiliency. They show the artist in his immediate surroundings of the 
studio, as if through a staging or a filmic scene.  Richard has utilised the digital camera and 
projector to make these whilst also fully embracing painting, showing a transparency of 
process and an intensity of seeing.  
 

Richard Walker’s ‘Studio Paintings’ runs 4 October - 2 November 2014 in the Reid Gallery
        


